Honda rebel wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of honda rebel wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a simplified
standard photographic depiction of an electrical circuit. It reveals the components of the circuit
as simplified shapes, and the power as well as signal connections in between the tools. A wiring
diagram normally offers details concerning the relative placement and plan of tools and also
terminals on the gadgets, to assist in structure or servicing the gadget. A pictorial diagram
would certainly show more detail of the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram makes use of
an extra symbolic symbols to stress affiliations over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is
frequently used to troubleshoot issues and making certain that the connections have actually
been made which everything exists. Variety of honda rebel wiring diagram. Click on the image
to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A very first take a
look at a circuit representation might be complicated, however if you could read a metro map,
you can read schematics. The purpose coincides: obtaining from factor A to aim B. Literally, a
circuit is the course that permits electrical energy to circulation. If you recognize exactly what to
look for, it ll become acquired behavior. While initially you ll just be reading them, ultimately you
will certainly begin creating your very own. This overview will certainly reveal you a few of the
usual icons that you make certain to see in your future electrical design occupation. Voltage:
Determined in volts V , voltage is the stress or pressure of electrical energy. This is typically
provided by a battery such as a 9V battery or keys electrical energy, the outlets in your
residence run at V. Electrical outlets in other nations run at a different voltage, which is why you
require a converter when traveling. Existing: Present is the flow of power, or more specifically,
the circulation of electrons. It is measured in Amperes Amps , and can just move when a
voltage supply is connected. Resistance: Determined in Ohms R or O , resistance specifies how
conveniently electrons can stream with a product. Materials such as gold or copper, are called
conductors, as they easily allow flow of motion reduced resistance. Plastic, wood, as well as air
are examples of insulators, preventing the movement of electrons high resistance. DC Straight
Current. DC is a continual flow of present in one instructions. DC can move not simply via
conductors, however semi-conductors, insulators, as well as even a vacuum cleaner. Air
Conditioning Rotating Current. In AC, the circulation of current periodically alternates in
between 2 directions, frequently creating a sine wave. Currently s the enjoyable stuff. Finishing
an electric design level and afterwards getting a task in the area implies you will certainly see a
lot a whole lot a great deal of these schematics. It s crucial to comprehend exactly just what is
happening with these. While they can and will certainly obtain extremely complicated, these are
just a few of the typical graphics to obtain your ground on. Whenever you determine your
specific field of electrical engineering, you might see extra intricate representations and icons.
You ll learn additionally that various countries use different icons. The Jalopy Journal. Terms of
Service. Privacy Policy. Log in or Sign up. Atomic Industries Register now to get rid of these
ads! The H. Tags: alternator wiring coil wiring headlight switch wiring ignition switch wiring old
car wiring rebel wire rebel wire instructions turn signal switch wiring wiring diagrams wiring
harness. We just thought it might be useful to start a thread full of diagrams and information,
geared toward a Rebel Wire harness, but also including information about wiring in general.
We'll be adding in information and diagrams as we go. Keep in mind that things can be wired
many different ways to accomplish the same result, so these are guidelines and opinions, not
the wiring gospel. If you don't like it, simply do it your own way, no harm no foul. We're just here
to help out our fellow hotrodders, like calling up your buddy when you're pulling your hair out
over some wiring problem. Let's start with a copy of our instructions. New Rebel Wire
Instruction Manual. Greaser Bob , ElSolo , Sergeant82d and 13 others like this. Wires are
bundled into switch bundles and labeled every six inches, printed on the wire. The fuse panel is
prewired with the horn relay, turn signal and hazard flashers installed. This should be a good
thread if it keeps going. Blue One , Aug 30, Excellent idea! MAD , Aug 30, Perfect timing! Thanks
and really looking forward to this one TagMan , Aug 30, JeffB2 likes this. So your Rebel Wire kit
and other systems are going to have circuits made up of constant and keyed hots. Your
constant hots are full time battery hot and the others are controlled by the ignition switch. So
that's where the power comes from. From the fuse panel the power runs into different switches
headlight switch, wiper switch, heater switch, brake switch, From there the power runs from the
switch searching for a ground. If there's no ground, there's no power! So coming off of the
ignition switch you'll also have the coil and starter solenoid wires. The coil wire is going to need
to be hot when the key is on and in the start position. The solenoid wire will normally need to be
hot in the start position only. So here's just a universal ignition switch, with it's operation. My
thing with switches is: doesn't matter what it is or what it came out of. It has no idea what kind
of vehicle it's in. As long as you know it's operation, you can manipulate it to do what you want.
It's all just power in and power out, that's it. Can't beat it for the price. Sorry for the ad but
couldn't resist. Plus these folks are just 40 miles from my house. Bounder , Aug 30, REBEL43

likes this. When I was harness shopping I may have gone the Rebel way if the instruction book
was available on your site at the time, but it looks very good and should bring you business.
Crazy Steve , Aug 30, Bus bars in the fuse panel are crimped in a press then soldered. Wires are
grouped into front and rear sections and then laid out in a jig. I forgot I've got some build
pictures that I can post on here now. Anyone have any wiring questions, Rebel Wire related or
not. If anyone needs anything, just raise your hand Not really sure how to start this thing off.
Got a lot of information, but don't want to bombard everyone with it. So open floor ElSolo , mad
mikey , mikhett and 1 other person like this. You guys know how when you call in for help , and
all the wiring guys tell you to check your grounds? Did they ever tell you or show you an easy
way to do that? Well, here it is. If you know me, you know I use this trick all the time. All it takes
is a simple test light, grounded to your battery ground because that's the best ground possible.
Turn on whatever you suspect the ground is bad on usually whatever is acting crazy and probe
the ground with your test light. If the ground is bad, it will light up your test light, because it's
flowing through the test light to get to that good battery ground. WestTXRob , Sergeant82d ,
mad mikey and 3 others like this. Tman , Sergeant82d , IowaMercMan and 9 others like this.
Seems to be working fine. My biggest complaint was there was no mounting base or any easy
way to attach the fuse panel to any flat surface. I made a base, but was a PIA. Also a cover on
the fuse panel would be great, especially if it showed the location of each fuse. Maybe that has
changed since I bought mine? My only input is that I'll use Rebel Wire from here on out. I used
your harness in my truck and it went in easy and everything worked great. I had an issue with a
turn signal blowing the fuse randomly. Called in and in 5 minutes had the problem diagnosed.
I'd pinched a wire in the column and it only grounded when turned just right. I chased that thing
for days before calling in. Product was great, Customer service was even better! Gearhead
Graphics , Aug 30, I used the Rebel wiring harness in my car and really the only problem I had
was finding quality wire end terminals. Those cheapass Chinese terminals you get in auto parts
stores usually have the eyelet too small for the wire gauge and they are so cheap that they
break easily and look bad. I would suggest supplying some decent end terminals to go with the
harness. Sergeant82d likes this. Speaking of shorts and blowing fuses. Here's a little trick to
help find a short to ground using a little 2 wire bulb. You just pull the fuse that's blowing, and
plug in a 2 wire bulb in it's place. Since one side is hot and the other side is shorted to ground,
the bulb will light up. When you find the short and disconnect it, the bulb will go out. Also saves
a lot of fuses! Mike Kitko , neverdun , mad mikey and 6 others like this. You must log in or sign
up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address:
Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? Atomic Industry Our Affiliate Link Policy. Twitter Instagram. Need to change your
Honda Rebel fork oil or brake shoes, how about a full engine rebuild? All of the factory Rebel
service specifications and torque settings are included. On top this comprehensive service
information tech support is included with a subscription. If you have any questions about
working on your Honda Rebel motorcycle you can contact our resident technician Greg
Gardner. Greg has been riding and turning wrenches from an early age, including 9 years as a
professional technician in a large multi-line dealership where he received official service and
repair training from multiple OEMs. The Honda Rebel serves as the basis for some Chinese
models. This manual features a Honda CMX The Cyclepedia. Although I am 67, I am new to
biking. My son and I took a motorcycle safety class for the fun of it and when we completed it
we both decided to get motorcycles. I am so glad I found Cyclepedia. What a great resource, or
more accurately, what great resources. The manual has been my go to for information, but it is
nice to have all the other options when I may not understand what I have read. You guys
rewrote the book on putting together a service manual. Very impressive! Motorcycle Technician,
30 years in the Aircraft Industry. Lucky for me I had my training and Cyclepedia To get the job
done right and completed in a timely fashion. Thank you for making an invaluable source of
essential information available. I am looking forward to the day when you have the Honda CB
manual available. Thanks again everybody at Cyclepedia! Thanks so much for your wonderful
Cyclepedia CMX online manual. I would not have been able to do it without your great service. I
really enjoy the material you offer. I have found it very helpful and informative. It is very easy to
follow with the step by step approach,and the color photographs clarify repair procedures. Also
I can access it any time of day from my computer. I have already tackled an oil change,replaced
the spark plugs,the air filter and adjusted and lubricated the rear chain. I would certainly
recommend the Cyclepedia on line manuals to anyone. Your Honda Rebel online manual has
been easy to sort through and find what I need. I feel very relieved knowing you are there for me
when I have questions. Thank you. The clarity of the instructions in your Honda Rebel online
manual are very good and the photos are excellent. I needed a manual quickly and Cyclepedia
bailed me out big-time! I am thoroughly, completely impressed by the Cyclepedia online Honda

Rebel manual. I had several jobs to do: 1 replace handlebars, 2 replace right foot pedal bracket,
3 replace chain tension adjusters, 4 install and properly tension a new chain â€” including a
press-on link, 5 clean the oil filter, 6 change the oil and 7 replace the air cleaner. Each project
was explained in clear detail, with real pictures not sketchy drawings , and nothing left out as
assumptive which could have left doubts or questions. Previously, I had bought one of those
printed manuals and found it wholly frustrating â€” poorly explained, with limited, confusing
illustrations, and leaving many things to guesswork. I particularly like being able to take my
laptop to my shop, making access to the information all the easier. Cyclepedia is the best there
is, and I intend to spread the word and my joy. You guys are great, I needed to take the oil pump
off of my Honda Rebel and the cyclepedia. You do a great job at customer service and your
service manual is very inexpensive. Thanks again â€” C. I needed a manual for my Honda Rebel
and the local Honda dealer did not have one in stock. Finally, I searched online, and found that
cyclepedia. I love the step-by-step instructions with pictures that make it easy to grasp which
parts are being discussed. I am glad I went for the lifetime version. I love learning about the
Honda Rebel through Cyclepedia. Pictures are nice and the language is simple and clear.
Thanks and keep up the good work. Great Product! Well worth the investment! I had to remove
the carb and your manual made it as easy as The color photos are priceless. Your web based
Honda Rebel manual has been very helpful. I will recommend your service to my friends. I have
accessed the manual and have used several sectionsâ€”most notably, the wiring diagramsâ€”to
assist me in the installation of an alarm system. Thanks to your Honda Rebel online manual, the
project was a success. By my reckoning, the subscription already has paid for itself. I am
pleased with the level of detail the manual provides and impressed with the attention to
customer service that Cyclepedia has demonstrated. This is a great Honda Rebel online manual!
I have used the online manual three times and I am very pleased with it. Being able to do a
search really speeds things up and the pictures are fantastic, great step by step directions and I
love having the torque specs. Keep it up, they work great. The access is working fine. Some
other manuals lack specific instructions. I like the instructions with a picture. Thank you for this
excellent service. Your Honda Rebel online manual is very useful and concise. It is written with
the assumption that I know what I am doing, and provides easy to view photographic
documentation. I have seen other manuals, in various media, that are too verbose and assume
that you need to be hand-held on the simplest parts of the procedure â€” your manual does not
suffer that problem. Thank you to whomever writes and edits your text â€” you clearly have a
good partnership going on between writer and mechanic. Also, please keep the photographic
talent you have well fed! I would like to add that the Honda main-and-specific manual system
are very expensive. The factory Rebel manual I saw had very difficult to read photographs, was
badly composed, badly exposedâ€¦. Anyway, I have just replaced the rear wheel of my bike, and
it was a snap. I just subscribed to your Honda Rebel online manual. Nice looking product! I
needed information to work on my Honda Rebel and your site saved me hundreds that I would
have spent at the local shop. I made sure to tell a bunch of my friends. The Cyclepedia Rebel
manual looks great. The information is presented in a clear and concise manner. I just bought
your online Cyclepedia. Thank you for the fast service. Good business. L Fisher. Your Honda
Rebel manual is great! Clear instructions and great photos to make sure you are addressing the
correct parts. I would recommend it to anyone, it makes everything look doable for the backyard
mechanic and takes the intimidation out of the job for the ne
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wbie. Nicely set up place, and worth at least a one-year subscription if you are in need of a
manual. Good information â€” I am satisfied with your online Honda Rebel motorcycle manual. I
wanted to service my own bike so I bought your Rebel manual. Great photos and instructions.
Rod B. The valve clearance inspection procedures and pictures in the Cyclepedia. You must be
logged in to post a comment. Comments Although I am 67, I am new to biking. Your online
Honda Rebel shop manual is worth every penny! Thanks For a great product, A. Your Honda
Rebel online manual is a great product. Thanks for the help. Leave a Reply Cancel reply You
must be logged in to post a comment. About Us About Cyclepedia F. Become a Reseller Want to
sell Cyclepedia Manuals? Join the Cyclepedia Reseller network by becoming an online affiliate.
There's no inventory to take on, nothing to ship and no customer service to deal with. We take
care of everything. Learn More. Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by email.

